Theoretical investigation on the replacement of CH groups by N atoms in caged structure (CH)8.
A molecular design was performed for the caged molecule (CH)8: the replacement of CH groups by N atoms to increase the content of N as well as reduce the content of H. A series of caged molecules were obtained: (CH)xN(8-x) (0 < or = n < or = 8). The studied aspects are as follows: (i) molecular geometries and electronic structures, (ii) the analysis of the electronic structure using natural bond orbital (NBO) and atoms in molecules (AIM), and (iii) some physicochemical properties of studied molecules, such as the dipole moments, IR vibrational spectra, NMR chemical shifts, heats of formation, and relative specific impulses, were provided. Our studies show that these molecules should be a kind of potential and novel energetic material. Our work provides some useful information for the experimental study of these molecules. The effect of the substitution of N atoms for CH groups on the properties of this kind of caged molecule is presented.